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Take Your Tracking to the Next Level!The 6 Parts of this Book:1-Method 4532-How to Play (Step by

Step)3-The 3 Game System4-The Consolidated Tracking System5-Anchor and Beta6-The Texas

ReportIn Secrets-2 I explained a tracking system you can use to classify every number in the Pick 3

game. After I put out the book I came up with several improvements. I found ways to make the

tracking system more accurate. I even came up with NEW tracking systems. Are you curious to

know what these improvements are? I will explain these improvements and the NEW tracking

systems in this book. These improvements were originally going to be explained in Secrets-3 â€“

http://www..com/dp/B01CDJ75AI - â€¦but halfway through writing Secrets-3 I decided to adopt a

better approach to the game; playing in 7 day cycles. However, I see the VALUE of the

draw-to-draw tracking systems you will learn here - so I decided to put them another book; this one.

What you will read here goes against my current approach to the game which is based on playing in

7 day cycles. This means that you pick the numbers you are going to play on Saturday night (or

Sunday morning) for the coming week (Sunday through Saturday). I explain this approach to the

game in detail in Secrets-3. The tracking systems in this book, however, are based on playing draw

to draw. I am putting out this book for the benefit of two types of players: (1) Those players who still

play draw to draw and (2) Those players who have adopted my 7 day cycle playing system but are

CURIOUS to know what these advanced tracking systems are. Nothing wrong with learning new

ways to play the gameâ€¦right?Here is the best way to approach this; Keep playing in 7 day cycles

and use this book as a reference. Use it to get NEW ideas if you are ever stuck or want a new

perspective.  The systems in this book will OPEN your mind to new ways of looking at the game.

And who knows; maybe some of the strategies I explain here can be modified and used as 7 day

systems as well. I may look into this possibility in the future. Now I will get very specific and tell you

exactly what I will cover in this book. Below is a detailed outline of what you will find in the chapters

of this book. The 6 main parts of the book are bold. â€¢Review of the Master Reference Boxâ€¢A

Great Discoveryâ€¢Method 453 â€¢The x3x Ruleâ€¢The Rules of Method 453â€¢How to Play (Step

by Step) â€¢Making Two Predictions â€¢How to Find Good Digitsâ€¢The Basic Problem with Virtually

all Tracking Systemsâ€¢The 3 Game Systemâ€¢Seeing Each Position as a Separate Gameâ€¢The

Consolidated Tracking System â€¢Anchor and Betaâ€¢Finding a Clear Indicator (Anchor)â€¢Finding

the Second Indicator (Beta)â€¢Using Beta to Reduce the Anchor listâ€¢The Texas

Report============================3 Bonus ChaptersDo you have the full list of box

numbers that start with a 3? How about all the numbers that have a 2 or a 6 in the middle? Or all the

xx4 and xx6 numbers? If you donâ€™t have the list, donâ€™t worry; itâ€™s in this book! The three



chapters below contain the list of numbers for every digit in the first (Chapter 2.1), second (Chapter

2.2) and third position (Chapter 2.3). These are three very useful lists to have! (Doubles

Included!).Chapter 2.1: The FIRST Position List (Xxx)Chapter 2.2: The SECOND Position List

(xXx)Chapter 2.3: The THIRD Position List (xxX)I will start out by reviewing the Master Reference

Box in Chapter 1. BUY This Book NOW!
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This is the leader in the pick 3 lottery field. This author is far and above all the others. He provides a

unique method of tracking the pick 3 game that virtually assures success in number selection and

play. This, coupled with his never ending quest to improve his system, clearly demonstrates why he

is the leader. Hits after hits come from his tracking. I have personally bought many other methods

and can assure you nothing comes close. If you want to take your number selection for the pick 3 to

the next level, this is for you.

This is a GREAT Pick 3 Lottery Book. Anthony continues to author books that gives you the winning



numbers. This will show you how to track the numbers and select the numbers before they hit. And

it shows the HOW and WHY!

I spent a few hours going through Secrets-2 and Secrets-3. It was interesting reading. There is a lot

of new information here; this is definitely a new approach to the game. They are masterpieces in my

opinion.I particularly liked the sections on the Masterlist, the Pull of the Third Position, Tracking

Doubles and Triples, and the x7x, x8x, and x1x lists. I think the trick is to study these advanced

strategies and really focus on them; that is the only way to really get the most out of them. With the

help of these strategies, almost any player can learn to play intelligently. And I am sure that the

rewards will be very profitable!
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